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A movement of polymer in a qu出 itwo-dimensional space is greatly different from that in a free 
space. In order to obtain dynamical properties of the DN A in the two-dimensionally confined 
space， we used single DNA molecules placed between two glass plates. Translational diffusion 
and rotational relaxation of the single DNA molecules were experimentally measured from direct 
observation of the fluorescently labeled DNA. 
Experiment 
T4GT7 DNA， about 166 kbp or 56μm in contour length， was solved in TE buffer solution (5 
mM Tris-HCl， 0.5 mM EDTA) containing 4 % (v/v) 2-mercaptoethanol， 4.6 mg/ml glucose， 
0.2 mg/凶 glucoseoxid加 e，and 0.036 mg/ml catalase. Major groove binding fluoroscent dye， 
YOYO-l， was added as a probe of DNA. We put the DNA solution in the glass cel controlled 
to several μm thickness and observed a single DNA molecule. Fluorescent images were obtained 
with video camera whose sampling rate was 1/30， and sequential images were recorded in PC 
出 amovie data. 
Result 
Figure 1 shows a typical picture of a single DNA molecule. The DNA internally fluctuates and 
translationally diffuses inside the gl凶 scel. First， the fluorescent images are converted into 
binarized images. We assume the center of mass of the binarized DNA image出 thatof the 
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DNA， and then we track the DNA in the sequential images. Mean square displacement (MSD) 
of DNA is estimated from the position R(t) of the center of mass出，
MSD =< (R(t +ムt)-R(t))2 > . 
Figure 2 shows a logarithmic plot of MSD under 2μm in solution thickness. Tota1七rackingtime 
is 152 sec. The slope of the MSD corresponding to diffusion coefficient exhibits normal diffusion 
(rv t1) for 10 sec and below lag time. On the other hand， we estimate the rotationa1 re1axation 
time作 ofthe same DNA mo1ecu1e from the time correlation function of the unit vector u(t) 
parallel to the long axis diameter as shown in Figure 1 right. We define the 10ng axis vector of 
the DNA in p1ace of an end-七o-endvector. The calcu1ated corre1ation function is fitted by an 
exponentia1 curve with sing1e re1axation time as， 














Figure 1: F1uorescent image of a sing1e DNA mo1ecule (left handed pane1) ， and binarized image 
of the DNA (right handed panel). 
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Figure 2: MSD of a sing1e T4GT7 DNA mo1ecu1e under 2μm in sample spacing. 
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